
Cathedral Window Pincushion

Cathedral Windows are formed by using fabric, your iron and lots of folding.  Making a pincushion 
is a nice, easy way to get introduced to this technique.

Materials Needed:

—One large square, 10.5 inches —Iron
—One small square, 4.25 inches —File folder
—Scrap fabric, triangle shaped.  —Button
—One square backing fabric, 7 inches 

Assembly Instructions

Begin by making your template for folding, trim 
your file folder to 9 inches square.

Place your template on top of the 10.5 inch 
square.  Fold in your corners.  Press well. 

Fold the sides in over the template.  Press 
well.  



Remove template and fold in half and press.  

Unfold, and fold in opposite way and press.  
This is going to give you a ‘plus sign’ fold in the 
middle.  

Flip you square over so the folded edges are 
facing up and fold up the corners in to meet 
the creased intersection in the middle of the 
large square.  (You made this intersection in 
the previous step)  

Do your best to make sure the corners meet 
up well.  



Fold up the corners of this folded square again 
to the centre.  You now have two layers of 
folds.  

Open up this last fold and place your 4.25 inch 
square inside.  

Close the flaps and sew the intersections 
closed.  Be sure to backstitch!

You’ll create a little plus sign of sewn stitches.  



Using your scrap triangles, decide on your 
layout.  Make sure to give yourself about a 1/4 
inch from the edges of the folded square.  Pin 
in place if you need to.  

Begin folding back the folded edge.  This is a 
bias edge, so should be very easy to fold.  Pin 
in place if you need to sew close to the folded 
edge.  

Be sure to do all the folded edge.  You may 
find working anti clockwise feels easier.  

Using the backing fabric square, cut in half and 
sew together using a 1/4 inch seam.  BE 
SURE to leave an opening of at least 2.5-3 
inches for turning.  



With backing fabric face up, place your 
cathedral window face down.  (Make sure that 
all right sides are touching!)

Using a 1/4 inch seam, sew around the 
perimeter of the cathedral window.  Trim your 
fabric and turn right side out.  

Stuff pincushion and close seam using a blind 
stitch.  

If desired, sew button onto pincushion.  You 
may find that working with a shank button is 
easier.  If you desire to sew a button on 
without a shank, do so before sewing your 
cathedral window to the backing fabric.


